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Abstract — Existing results on MIMO channel capacity
assume a rich scattering environment in which the chan-
nel power scales quadratically with the number of anten-
nas, resulting in linear capacity scaling with the number of
antennas. However, such scaling in channel power is phys-
ically impossible indefinitely. We thus address the follow-
ing fundamental question: For a given channel power scal-
ing law, what is the best achievable capacity scaling law?
For a channel power scaling,ρc(N) = O(Nγ), γ ∈ (0, 2],
we argue that the channel capacity cannot scale faster than
C(N) = O(

√

ρc(N)) = O(Nγ/2). Our approach is based
on a family of space-time channels corresponding to dif-
ferent distributions of channel power in the spatial signal
space dimensions. We develop the concept of an ideal MIMO
channel that achieves the optimal scaling law for a given
ρc(N). For a given number of antennas, unlike existing re-
sults that either emphasize the low or high SNR regimes,
we propose a methodology for capacity-optimal signaling at
any SNR. The methodology is based on creating the ideal
channel from any given physical scattering environment via
adaptive-resolution array configurations.

I. I NTRODUCTION

We study the coherent capacity of multiple antenna (MIMO)
wireless communication systems from a physical perspective.
The pioneering works of [1] and [2] predict a dramatic lin-
ear increase in capacity with the number of antennas. How-
ever, an implicit assumption is that the channel powerρc(N) =
E[trace(HHH)] scales asO(N2) due to the assumption of i.i.d.
entries of theN × N channel matrixH. However, such scaling
in ρc(N) is not possible indefinitely from a physical viewpoint
since it implies that the received signal power increases linearly
with N for a given transmit signal power. While this assumption
may be accurate for smallN , due to higher coupling of the trans-
mitted power to the receiver relative to single-antenna systems,
it cannot be justified for largeN .

Existing works on attacking the capacity of realistic MIMO
channels have focussed on the correlation between entries of H.
For example, Chuah et al. addressed capacity scaling of corre-
lated MIMO channels assuming a Kronecker product correlation
model [3] and showed that capacity scales linearly, albeit with
a smaller scaling factor than an i.i.d. channel. However,ρc(N)
scales asO(N2) under the assumptions in [3]. Evidently, this
assumption onρc(N) is prevalent in virtually all existing works.

We thus pose the following fundamental question:

Given a channel power scaling law,ρc(N) ∼ O(Nγ), 0 <
γ ≤ 2, what is the best achievable MIMO capacity scaling law?

We argue that the coherent channel capacity cannot scale
faster thanO(

√

ρc(N)) and such a scaling law is achievable.
Our approach is based on a unitarily equivalent virtual repre-
sentation of physical MIMO channels [4] that provides an intu-
itive and tractable characterization of physical MIMO channels.
The entries of the virtual channel matrixHv are uncorrelated
for any given scattering environment and the correlation inH is
captured by the sparseness of the non-vanishing entries inHv.
Under mild assumptions, for a givenρc(N), the number of non-
vanishing entries inHv, D(N) (degrees of freedom (DoF)), also
scale asO(ρc(N)). Furthermore, the number of propagation
paths captured by the MIMO system also scale asO(ρc(N)).
Thus, for a givenγ < 2, the DoF in the virtual channel matrix
scale asD(N) ∼ O(Nγ) compared to the maximumO(N2).
The optimal capacity scaling lawC(N) ∼ O(

√

ρc(N)) is
achieved by anideal MIMO channelthat corresponds to an opti-
mal distribution of the channel power in spatial signal space di-
mensions. The results in this paper generalize our earlier results
in [5] which showed that linear capacity scaling is possiblefor
ρc(N) ∼ O(N2) whereasC(N) saturates forρc(N) ∼ O(N).

To develop the concept of the ideal MIMO channel, we con-
sider a family of channels, with different distributions ofchannel
power in theD(N) DoF, whose capacity admits the following
intuitive interpretation

C(N) ≈ p(N) log(1 + ρrx(N)) (1)

wherep(N) denotes the number of parallel channels or multi-
plexing gain, andρrx(N) is the receive SNR per parallel chan-
nel. On one extreme arebeamforming channelsin which the
channel power is distributed to maximizeρrx (at the expense
of p(N)), and on the other extreme aremultiplexing channels
which favorp(N) over ρrx(N). The ideal channel lies in be-
tween and corresponds to an optimal distribution of channel
power to balancep(N) andρrx(N).

Our investigation of optimal capacity scaling via the ideal
channel also provides two interesting by-products. First,un-
like existing results that either emphasize the low or high
SNR regimes, our approach provides key insights into capacity-
optimal signaling for anyN and any SNR. Second, it suggests a
physically motivated methodology to construct the ideal channel
from any given scattering environment via adaptive-resolution
array configurations.

The next section reviews the virtual channel representation.
Section III develops the notion of the ideal channel and opti-



mal capacity scaling. Section IV proposes a methodology for
creating the ideal channel from any given scattering environ-
ment. A note about notation:f(N) ∼ O(g(N)) ↔ 0 <
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II. V IRTUAL MODELING OF PHYSICAL CHANNELS

We consider a single-user narrowband MIMO system with uni-
form linear arrays (ULAs) ofNt transmit andNr receive an-
tennas. The transmitted signals and the received signalx are
related by

x = Hs + n (2)

whereH is the MIMO channel matrix andn is the AWGN at
the receiver. The statistics of entries ofH control the channel
capacity. Ideal channel modeling assumes that the entries of
H are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables, which is an unrealistic
assumption but facilitates analysis. On the other extreme is a
widely used and accurate physical model:

H =

L
∑

l=1

βl ar(θr,l)a
H
t (θt,l) (3)

where the transmitter and receiver arrays are coupled viaL prop-
agation paths with complex path gains{βl}, Angles of Depar-
ture (AoD){θt,l} seen at the transmitter, and Angles of Arrival
(AoA) {θr,l} seen at the receiver. In (3),ar(θr) andat(θt) de-
note the receiver response and transmitter steering vectors for re-
ceiving/transmitting in the normalized directionθr/θt. The vari-
ableθ is related to the physical angle variableφ ∈ [−π/2, π/2]
asθ = d sin(φ)/λ whered is the antenna spacing andλ is the
wavelength of propagation. Bothar(θr) andat(θt) are periodic
in θ with period 1 [4]. We note that the non-linear dependence
of H on the AoA’s and AoD’s makes the physical model unsuit-
able, if not intractable, for capacity analysis.
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Figure 1: Virtual modeling of physical channels. The virtual an-
gles are fixed a priori and their spacing defines the spatial resolu-
tion. The channel is characterized by the virtual channel coeffi-
cients,{Hv(m,n) = hm,n}, that couple theNt virtual transmit
angles,{θt,n}, with theNr virtual receive angles,{θr,m}.

The recently introducedvirtual channel representation[4]
connects physical models to statistical (e.g., i.i.d.) models by
providing a natural and tractable characterization of physical
channels. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the virtual representation char-
acterizes the MIMO channel via beamforming in the directionof
fixed virtual transmit and receive angles:

H =

Nr
∑

m=1

Nt
∑

n=1

Hv(m,n)ar(θ̃r,m)aH
t (θ̃t,n) = ÃrHvÃ

H
t (4)

where
{

θ̃r,m = m
N

}

and
{

θ̃t,n = n
N

}

are fixed virtual receive

and transmit angles that uniformly sample the unitθ period and
result in unitary (DFT) matrices̃Ar andÃr. Thus,H andHv

are unitarily equivalent:Hv = ÃH
r HÃH

t . The virtual repre-
sentation is linear and is characterized by the virtual matrix Hv

whose entries represent the coupling between transmit and re-
ceive beams in the virtual directions.

Virtual path partitioning relates the virtual coefficientsto the
physical paths gains [4]

Hv(m,n) ≈





∑

l∈SR,m∩ST,n

βl



 (5)

whereSr,m andSt,n are the spatial resolution bins of size1/Nr

and1/Nt corresponding to them-th receive andn-th transmit
virtual angle. Thus,Hv(m,n) is approximately the sum of gains
of all paths whose transmit and receive angles lie within the
(m,n)-th resolution bin. If there are no paths in a particular res-
olution bin, the correspondingHv(m,n) ≈ 0. It follows that the
virtual channel coefficients are approximately independent since
disjoint sets of paths contribute to distinct coefficients.We note
that the approximation in (5) improves with increasing antennas.
The readers are referred to [4, 6, 5] for a detailed discussion of
the virtual representation.

For the remainder of this section, we considerN = Nr =
Nt. The (coherent) ergodic capacity of a narrowband MIMO
channel, assuming knowledge ofH at the receiver, is given by
[1, 2]

C(N) = max
Tr(Q)≤ρ

EH

[

log det
(

I + HQHH
)]

= max
Tr(Q̃)≤ρ

EHv

[

log det
(

I + HvQ̃HH
v

)]

(6)

whereρ is the transmit SNR, andQ = E[ssH ] is the transmit
covariance matrix, and̃Q = ÃH

T QÃT . It is shown in [7] that a
diagonalQ̃ achieves capacity in the virtual domain. For the rest
of the paper, we will work in the virtual domain and useH to
denoteHv.

For any givenN , define the the channel power as

ρc(N) = E
[

trace(HHH)
]

=

L
∑

l=1

E|βl|2. (7)



Suppose thatH hasD(N) ≤ N2 non-vanishing entries. The
D(N) (independent) non-zero entries represent the statistically
independent degrees of freedom (DoF) in the MIMO channel.
We assume that all the non-zero virtual entries have constant
unit power. Thusρc(N) = D(N) and the channel power scal-
ing also reflects the growth rate of the DoF inH. Further-
more, if we assume finite power due to each propagation path
and finite number of paths in each resolution bin in (5), then
L(N) ∼ O(ρc(N)) = O(D(N)): if ρc(N) = D(N) scale at
a certain rate, thenL(N) must also scale at the same rate. This
makes physical sense since asN increases (for fixed antenna
spacing), the number of physical paths captured by the arrays
also increases due to larger array apertures. We note that the
i.i.d. model assumes thatρc(N) = D(N) = N2. In this paper,
we consider slower scaling laws:ρc(N) = D(N) < N2 (sparse
H). Under our assumptions, it is convenient to model a sparse
N × N virtual matrix withD(N) DoF as

H = M ⊙ Hiid (8)

where⊙ denotes elementwise product,Hiid is an i.i.d. matrix
of CN (0, 1) entries, andM is a mask matrix withD(N) unit
entries and zeros elsewhere.

III. O PTIMAL CAPACITY SCALING : THE IDEAL MIMO
CHANNEL

Capacity scaling of MIMO channels depends on three funda-
mental quantities: 1) transmit SNRρ, 2) channel power scal-
ing ρc(N), and 3) the distribution of the channel power in the
D(N) = ρc(N) spatial DoF. For any givenρc(N), there is an
optimal (ideal) distribution of the DoF that results in the most
favorable capacity scaling.

Let us first consider an example to motivate our approach.
According to Thm. 1 below, the asymptotic capacity of a MIMO
channel of dimensionN admits the following interpretation

C(N) = p(N) log(1 + ρrx(N)) (9)

wherep(N) is the number of parallel channels (rank ofH), and
ρrx(N) is the receive SNR per parallel channel

ρrx(N) =
E[‖Hs‖2]

p(N)
= ρ

ρc(N)

p2(N)
= ρ

q(N)

p(N)
, (10)

whereq(N) = D(N)/p(N) is the number of DoF per paral-
lel channel. Suppose thatD(N) = ρc(N) = N . We con-
sider three channels corresponding to different canonicaldis-
tributions of theD(N) entries inH into p(N) andq(N). On
one extreme is thebeamforming channel for which Hbf is
an N × 1 matrix with i.i.d. entries:p(N) = 1 and all the
DoF are distributed to maximizeρrx(N) = ρN . On the
other extreme is themultiplexing channel for which Hmux

is anN × N diagonal matrix with i.i.d. diagonal entries: the
DoF are distributed to maximize the multiplexing gain so that
p(N) = N andρrx(N) = ρ/N . In between the two extremes
is the ideal channel for which Hid is a

√
N ×

√
N matrix

with i.i.d. entries: the DoF are optimally distributed so that
p(N) = q(N) =

√
N and ρrx(N) = ρ. For largeN , the

capacities of the three channels are:Cbf (N) = log(1 + ρN),
Cmux = N log(1 + ρ/N) → ρ, andCid(N) =

√
N log(1 + ρ).

It is clear that the ideal channel achieves the best capacityscal-
ing Cid(N) = O(

√
N) = O(

√

ρc(N)) which is in stark con-
trast to i.i.d. channels for whichρc(N) = N2 and the best
capacity scalingCiid(N) = O(N) is achieved with maximum
multiplexing gainN . We next develop the notion of the ideal
channel and argue that it achieves the best possible capacity scal-
ing for any given channel power scalingρc(N). We first define a
family of N dimensional mask matrices which distributeD(N)
entries intop(N) andq(N) to span channels fromHbf to Hid

to Hmux.

Definition 1 A family of mask matrices. Consider a mask
matrix M with D(N) non-zero entries distributed over1 ≤
p(N) ≤ N columns and1 ≤ q(N) ≤ N non-zero entries in
each column. Letr(N) = max(p(N), q(N)). Specifically,M
is a r(N) × p(N) matrix with non-zero entries given by

M(n + m mod r(N), n) = 1

n = 1, · · · , p(N) , q−(N) ≤ m ≤ q+(N)(11)

whereq−(N) = ⌈−(q(N) − 1)/2⌉ and q+(N) = ⌈(q(N) −
1)/2⌉. p(N) andq(N) satisfy

D(N) = p(N)q(N). ¤ (12)

Note that forq(N) ≥ p(N), M is a q(N) × p(N) matrix of
ones, whereas forq(N) < p(N) M is ap(N) × p(N) matrix
with q(N) non-vanishing diagonals (aq(N)-connectedp(N)-
dimensional matrix in [5]). In all cases, there areq(N) non-zero
entries in each column andp(N) non-zero entries in each row.
Thus, the corresponding virtual channel matricesH defined via
(8) areregular [8] with rank(H) = min(r(N), p(N)) = p(N)
for which the uniform-power input over thep(N) parallel chan-
nels is optimal [8].

We want to address the following fundamental question:For
a given channel power/DoF scaling lawρc(N) = D(N), what
is the best possible achievable capacity scaling law?To answer
this question, we allow bothp(N) andq(N) in Definition 1 to
scale under the constraintD(N) = p(N)q(N). To gain insight
we also consider specfic scaling laws forD, p andq.

Definition 2 Scaling laws for ρc, p and q. Let D(N) =
ρc(N) = Nγ , γ ∈ (0, 2]; p(N) = δpN

α, δp ∈ (0,∞),
α ∈ [0, 1]; and q(N) = 1

δp
Nβ , β ∈ [0, 1] in Defintion 1. For a

givenγ, the feasible range forα is

αmin = max(γ − 1, 0) ≤ α ≤ min(γ, 1) = αmax (13)

and the correspondingβ = γ − α. ¤

Note that for1 ≤ γ ≤ 2, αmin = γ−1 ≥ 0 andαmax = 1. For
0 < γ ≤ 1, αmin = 0 andαmax = γ. The family of channels
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Figure 2: A schematic illustrating the family of channels. (a)
γ ∈ [1, 2]. (b) γ ∈ [0, 1].

is illustrated in Fig. 2.1

We now identify three distinct scaling regimes forp(N)
which result in distinct capacity scaling behaviors:
Beamforming regime (Hbf ): p(N) = o(q(N)) ↔ α ∈
[αmin, γ/2). In this regime,ρrx(N) → ∞.
Multiplexing regime (Hmux): q(N) = o(p(N)) ↔ α ∈
(γ/2, αmax]. In this regime,ρrx(N) → 0.
Ideal regime (Hid): p(N) = O(q(N)) ↔ α = γ/2. De-
fine c = limN q(N)/p(N) = 1

δ2
p

∈ (0,∞). In this regime,

ρrx(N) → cρ.
We note that forγ = 2, bothp andq areO(N). Thus,Hbf ,

Hid, andHmux all result in the well-knownO(N) capacity
scaling, albeit with different slopes.

Theorem 1 Capacity scaling. Suppose the channel power
scales asρc(N) = D(N). The asymptotic capacity scaling
behavior for the family of channels in Definition 1 is given by

C(N) ≈ p(N) log(1 + ρrx(N)) (14)

= p(N) log(1 + ρq(N)/p(N)) (15)

= δpN
α log(1 + ρcNγ−2α) (16)

where the last equality is for any feasible(γ, α) in Definition 2.
The scaling law is asymptotically tight in the beamforming and

1We assume thatp(N) andq(N) are integers; for a givenα, δp, non-integer
values of(p, q) can be realized by appropriate time sharing between two chan-
nels:(⌊p⌋, ⌈q⌉) and(⌈p⌉, ⌊q⌋).

multiplexing regimes for anyρ:

Cbf (N)∼p(N) log

(

ρ
q(N)

p(N)

)

(17)

= δpN
α log

(

ρcNγ−2α
)

(18)

Cmux(N)∼ρq(N) =
ρ

δp
Nγ−α. (19)

In the ideal regime, the scaling law is tight for largecρ:

Cid(N) ∼ p(N) log(ρc) = δpN
γ/2 log(ρc). (20)

Proof. Case I:q(N) > p(N). For anyN , H is aq(N) × p(N)
i.i.d. matrix and its capacity scales asC(N) ∼ p(N) log(1 +
ρq(N)/p(N)) for large ρ [9]. Thus, in the ideal regime the
capacity scaling is given by (20) for largeρc with c > 1. In
the beamforming regime, for anyρ, ρrx(N) → ∞ and the
capacity is given by (18) [10, Thm. 2.9, p. 623].Case II:
q(N) < p(N). For anyN , H is a q(N)-connectedp(N)-
dimensional channel analyzed in [5]. In the ideal regime, the
capacity scales as (20) for largeρc with c < 1. In the multiplex-
ing regime, for anyρ, ρrx(N) → 0 and the capacity is given by
C(N) = p(N)E[trace(ρHHH)/p(N)] = ρD(N)/p(N) as in
(19). Case III: q(N) = p(N). H is ap(N)×p(N) i.i.d. matrix
whose capacity scales as (20) for largeρ with c = 1. ¤.

Theorem 1 shows the importance of the distribution of the
D(N) DoF in the spatial dimensions from a capacity scaling
viewpoint. The number of parallel channelsp(N) (multiplex-
ing gain) and the receive SNR per parallel channelρrx(N) play
an important role.Hbf andHmux represent two extremes in
which the DoF are distributed to emphasizeρrx(N) andp(N),
respectively, at the expense of the other quantity.Hid represents
an ideal distribution in whichρrx(N) is kept constant.Hbf

morphs intoHid in the beamforming regime by increasingα
from αmin → γ/2 (p(N) ↑; ρrx(N) ↓). Hmux morphs into
Hid in the multiplexing regime by decreasingα from αmax to
γ/2 (p(N) ↓; ρrx(N) ↑). In fact,Hid yields the fastest scaling.

Corollary 1 For any given channel power scaling lawρc(N) =
D(N), the ideal channel characterized by

pid(N) = O
(

√

ρc(N)
)

, qid(N) = O
(

√

ρc(N)
)

(21)

achieves the fastest asymptotic capacity scaling

Cid(N) ∼
√

ρc(N) log(1 + ρc) (22)

For ρc(N) = Nγ , αid = γ
2 ; both pid and qid scale as

O
(

Nγ/2
)

.

Proof. From (18) and (20) it follows thatCbf (N) = o(Cid(N))
for α < αid = γ/2. Similarly from (19) and (20) it follows that
Cmux(N) = o(Cid(N)) for α > αid = γ/2. ¤

We illustrate the capacity scaling behavior in Thm. 1 in Fig.3
for γ = 1. Cbf (N) (for α = αmin = 0), Cid(N) andCmux(N)
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Figure 3: Cbf , Cid, andCmux as a function ofN for γ = 1.
The three sets of plots correspond toρ = 0, 5, 15dB.

(for α = αmax = 1) are plotted on a log-log scale as a func-
tion of N for three SNRs:ρ = 0, 5, 15dB. The capacity of the
AWGN channel at the corresponding SNRs is also plotted for
comparison. As evident, at low SNR,Cmux < Cid < Cbf

initially but Cid eventually dominates asN gets large. On the
other hand, at high SNR,Cbf < Cid < Cmux initially but Cid

eventually dominates asN gets large.
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In Fig. 4, we compare the theoretical capacity scaling law in
Thm. 1 with actual capacity estimated numerically by averaging
over 200 channel realizations for everyN . Since,γ = 1, Hbf ,
Hid andHmux are the same as in the motivating example. As
evident, estimatedCid exhibits the largest offset since itsρrx

remains fixed, whereas there is a close agreement between theo-
retical and estimated values ofCbf andCmux for largeN since
Hbf goes into the high SNR regime whereasHmux goes into

the low SNR regime. The figure demonstrates that the theoret-
ical capacity scaling law quite accurately predicts the trends in
actual capacity scaling.

A. Dependence of the Ideal Channel on SNR.It can be shown
that for any givenN , p(N), q(N), andD(N), the capacity for-
mula (15) is accurate asρ ↓ 0 or asρ ↑ ∞. While not accurate in
the medium SNR range, it does accurately predict an important
trend regarding optimal allocation ofD(N) DoF in p(N) and
q(N) as a function ofρ for any givenN . First note that

C ′(p) =
dC(p)

dp
= log

(

1 +
ρq

p

)

− 2

1 + p
ρq

, (23)

whereρq/p = ρrx. It follows that for sufficiently smallρlow,
C ′(p) < 0 , ρ ≤ ρlow, and for sufficiently largeρhigh, C ′(p) >
0 , ρ ≥ ρhigh, for all 1 ≤ p ≤ N . Thus, forρ ≤ ρlow, pmin =
pbf = 1 is optimal and forρ ≥ ρhigh, pmax = pmux = N is
optimal. The ideal channel withpid = qid =

√
N is robust in

the sense that at low SNRsCmux < Cid < Cbf whereas at high
SNRsCbf < Cid < Cmux. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. More
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Figure 5: Cbf , Cid, Cmux andCα as a function ofρ (dB) for
N = 25 andγ = 1.

importantly, for eachρ ∈ (ρlow, ρhigh), there exists an optimal
pρ which yields the highest capacity. This is also illustratedin
Fig. 5 in which in addition toCbf , Cmux andCideal we also plot

Cα = Nα log
(

1 + ρNγ−2α
)

(24)

corresponding toD(N) = Nγ , p(N) = Nα, and q(N) =
Nγ−α. Cα is plotted for 10 equally spaced values ofα ∈ [0, 1]
for γ = 1 andN = 25. It is evident thatρlow ≈ −6dB,ρhigh ≈
16dB and for each intermediate SNR, there is aCα curve that
yields the maximum capacity. This shows that as we move from
low to high SNRs, the optimal distribution of channel DoFs
morphs from the beamforming configuration (α = αmin) into
the multiplexing configuration (α = αmax) via the ideal chan-
nel (α = γ/2). It is worth noting thatC ′(p) = 0 in (23) at



ρq/p ≈ 4. Thus,copt = q
p |opt ≈ 4/ρ. The second derivative of

C(p)

C ′′(p) =
d2C(p)

dp2
=

2

p

( p
ρq − 1)

( p
ρq + 1)2

(25)

reveals an inflection point ofC(p) at ρrx = ρq/p = 1: C(p) is
strictly concave (C ′′(p) < 0) for ρrx < 1 and strictly convex for
ρrx > 1.

IV. CREATING THE IDEAL CHANNEL V IA ADAPTIVE

ARRAY CONFIGURATION

In this section, we outline a methodology for realizing an ideal
channel in practice for any given physical scattering environ-
ment. It requires the use of adaptive-resolution antenna array
configurations for transforming a given scattering environment
into an ideal MIMO channel.

Consider a givenN and an arbitrary scattering environment
characterized byL(N) paths with Rayleigh, equal power, ampli-
tudes, whose AoA’s and AoD’s are uniformly and independently
distributed within the spatial angular spreads:(φr,l, φt,l) ∼
unif ([φr,min, φr,max] × [φt,min, φt,max]). Suppose that num-
ber of paths grow asL(N) ∼ O(D(N)) = Nγ . To realize the
ideal channel, we consider all possible array configurations with
p(N) transmit andr(N) = max(p(N), q(N)) receive antennas
that satisfy:(p(N), q(N)) ∈ {(p, n) : p(N) = Nα, q(N) =
Nγ−α, α ∈ [αmin, αmax]}.

Considerγ = 1 for concreteness. For given transmit and
receive angular spreads there exist corresponding critical an-
tenna spacingsdtx and drx [4] so that arrays withp(N) =
r(N) = N uniformly spaced transmit and receive antennas
realize the finest resolution channelHmux in the multiplexing
regime withpmax(N) = rmax(N) = N . The finest resolution
array apertures are:Atx = Ndtx andArx = Ndrx. Any feasi-
ble (p(N), q(N)) MIMO channel can be generated by using ar-
rays that sampleAtx andArx with uniformly spaced antennas:
dtx(N) = Atx/p(N) = dtxN/p(N), drx(N) = Arx/r(N) =
drxN/r(N). The correspondingr(N) × p(N) matrix Hp,q is
related toHmux = HN,1 as

Hp,q = UT
r HmuxUp (26)

Up =







1N/p 0N/p · · · 0N/p

... 1N/p

. . .
...

0N/p 0N/p · · · 1N/p






(27)

whereUp is anN × p(N) matrix. Note that channel power is
preserved in the above transformation:E[trace(Hp,qH

H
p,q)] =

E[trace(HmuxH
H
mux)]. In particular, the three canonical

channels correspond to:Hbf ∼ (pmin, qmax); Hmux ∼
(pmax, qmin); andHid ∼ (pid, qid).

We illustrate with a numerical example. Suppose that there
areL(N) = N = 25 (γ = 1) uniformly distributed paths within
maximum angular spreads. In this case,Hmux = H25,1 is a 25
x 25 matrix corresponding to 25-dimensional arrays withλ/2
spacing. The25 × 1 Hbf = H1,25 and the5 × 5 Hid = H5,5

are generated via (27). Note thatHid corresponds to5λ/2 spac-
ing. The capacities of these channels (corresponding to uniform
power input) were numerically computed via 200 independent
realizations of physical path gains. These capacities, along with
their theoretical values (as in Fig. 5), are plotted in Fig. 6and
agree quite well. We note that the uniform-power input is not
optimal for the simulated channel and we expect the agreement
to be even more striking if optimal inputs are used.
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Figure 6: Theoretically ideal values ofCbf , Cid, Cmux as a
function ofρ, as well as simulated capacities ofHbf , Hid, and
Hmux constructed from a random scattering environment via
adaptive arrays.L = N = 25 andγ = 1.
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